A BRAND OF CPP STUDIOS

vSpace™
Hardly any design element symbolizes a brand as strongly as the logo. vSpace brings it
vividly to life by means of projection mapping, vSpace enables back projection on the
surfaces and gaps or cut outs of a company logo. Desired content is artistically and
technically adapted, to exactly fit the company trademark or logo and expanded by the
depth effect of the projected image.
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vSpace is an eye catcher. Especially striking is the combination of free-floating,
semi-transparent logo forms with full-screen projection.
The vSpace installation is very flexible, easy to use and can be implemented at short
notice. The system can also be used in weatherproofed outdoor areas. It should be
noted, however, that radiation from strong light sources will reduce the presentation’s
visibility.
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Dimensions:
optional
Projector:
optional
Player:
optional
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Standard resolution:
recommended 1920 x 1080
pixel, optional

To achieve the best possible effect and present your content as dynamically as
possible, we advise developing a visual concept that incorporates the system’s
technical features. The illusion is most effective when the visual content is
exactly cut to fit the surface upon which it is to be projected and the image,
without margins, is set before a black background. Basically, all video films,
animations and 3D objects can be presented, when these are adjusted to the
system’s technical requirements.
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A BRAND OF CPP STUDIOS

vSpace™
If you would like to use vSpace to present your product
We offer you full support in content development and advise you on how to achieve the best
possible results for your presentation. Alternatively, we can offer an additional full-service, which encompasses conception as well as the creation of content based on your
data, up to and including installation of the system.

You have your own animations or 3D objects, which you would
like to present with vSpace technology?
Here, too, we are happy to provide support for the system-optimized preparation of your
content. To create animations, we require your 3D product data in a polygon format
of current 3D Software, e.g. Maya (.mdl), XSI (.xsi), 3D-Studio-Max (.max), Wavefront
Object (.obj), Cinema4D (.c4d) or Modo (.lxo).
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All information including the technical data quoted in the product leaflet is subject to change. Prices and availability will be determined according to each individual case.

